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a b s t r a c t

Both supply issues and interaction between various stages of a production network are common
occurrences in product customization under a delayed differentiation strategy. This paper studies non-
decouple systems for product customization in the context of a single-market segment under a delayed
differentiation strategy by incorporating supply issues and interaction between various stages of a
production network. We analyze two alternatives for customizing two individual products. One
alternative is the contractual obligations for raw materials delivery where the supplier is responsible
for maintaining certain inventory service levels agreements. The other alternative is the customer
demand requirements where the manufacturer is responsible for maintaining certain end-products
service levels to prevent customer erosion. We characterize the service level requirements in both
scenarios and determine the optimal customization point of the production network where the
practitioner can operate at minimum cost. We use a Bayesian Belief Networks method to model
interaction between stages of the production network and derive the inventory service level require-
ments. A mini-case involving the customization of a personal desktop computer is used to illustrate the
applicability of this framework. We also compare the benefits of delayed product differentiation under
non-decouple systems and the traditional decouple systems and provide insights into how firms can
choose the right strategy to effectively compete.

Published by Elsevier B.V.

1. Introduction

The increasing customization needs in today’s globally competitive
market pressurizes firms to continually improve customer service
while simultaneously reducing costs. In response to these pressures,
many organizations have adopted delayed differentiation as founda-
tion of their product customization strategies. The relationship bet-
ween delayed differentiation and mass customization capabilities is
well documented in the literature (see for example Cheng et al., 2010;
Feitzinger and Lee, 1997; Lee and Tang, 1997; Ngniatedema, 2012;
Peters and Saidin, 2000; Wang et al., 2012).

Delayed product differentiation (DPD), – also known as form
postponement (FP) or late customization – is a type of postponement
used by practitioners to delay activities, such as labeling, packaging,

assembly, or manufacturing with an aim to move the point of
individual product customization downstream in the supply chain
(Zinn, 1990; Zinn and Bowersox,1988). Under a FP strategy, the task of
differentiating a product for a specific customer or a particular market
is delayed until the latest possible point in the production network
when components with different technical specifications or products
with diverse functionalities are created (Lee, 1996; Swaminathan and
Lee, 2003; Van Hoek, 2001). By keeping products in their generic
forms, FP can also be used to delay the customization of goods and
services as long as possible until the customer orders are received
(Lee, 1996). Past researchers argue that postponing the final product
customization provides firms with compelling benefits. At its most
basic form, FP exploits the variance reduction through a risk pooling
effect, by reducing the required safety stock to meet a given service
level (Lee, 1996; Lee et al., 1993; Pollard et al., 2008; Wang et al., 2012).
FP can be implemented in contexts in which a buffer inventory is kept
after each processing stage-as assumed by Lee and Tang (1997)-as well
as in contexts inwhich only finished goods inventory is kept (Aviv and
Federgruen, 2001; Lee, 1996; Ma et al., 2002).

Different ways in which form postponement can be pursued,
each with different costs and service performance impacts can be
found in the literature. Lee and Tang (1997) propose a DPD model
in which two end products can be manufactured in N stages in the
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production process, starting with some common operations up to
a point where products are differentiated according to each
individual customer tastes or market segments. They model a gen-
eric manufacturing system which may include not only assembly,
but also fabrication. As in Trentin et al. (2011), Lee and Tang (1997)
assume that for a given period, when information about product
demand distribution is known or forecasted, the number of
components needed at each stage of the assembly line is directly
related to the average demand of the end products.

Lee and Tang’s (1997) work is useful for analyzing the costs and
benefits of delayed product differentiation. However their paper suf-
fers from some weaknesses. First, Lee and Tang (1997) assume
independent treatment of work-in-process inventories installations
in the production network using a constant service level. In product
customization for example, speed and operational flexibility are two
key competitive priorities, and simply maintaining a high service
levels at each buffer to reduce the interaction between stages in order
to control the production “locally” for each of the stages is not
applicable to all situations (Kakati, 2002; Ngniatedema 2010, 2012).
Hence, this “decoupling” approach gives rise to inaccuracies in
assessing the value of delayed differentiation (Ngniatedema et al.,
2015). Second, Lee and Tang (1997) ignore supply issues in production
systems operating under a DPD strategy (Ngniatedema 2010;
Ngniatedema and Chakravarthy, 2013; Ngniatedema et al., 2015).
However, uncertainties are major threats to supply chain practitioners
(Lee and Billington, 1993), and ignoring supply issues when imple-
menting a DPD strategy can lead to possible sunk costs. In vertically
integrated supply chain structures for example, most companies
contract their needed components from external suppliers whereas
other companies manufacture all of their components in-house. Each
of these situations has an impact on the value of DPD strategy (Ernst
and Kamrad, 2000). In the literature, a number of authors study an
extension of Lee and Tang’s (1997) by incorporating supply issues in
their models (e.g. Ma et al., 2002; Hsu and Wang, 2004). However,
these streams of research also analyze a DPD strategy under constant
service level assumptions.

The paper herein can be viewed as an extension of the literature,
building from Lee and Tang’s (1997) model to propose two com-
plementary alternatives for production systems which are operating
under a DPD strategy. First, we consider supply issues in DPD
strategy in two alternatives by integrating some supply risks which
are common in supply chain and affect late customization decisions.
In the first alternative, we model the situations where raw materials
can be sourced from external suppliers on contractual basis whereas
in the second alternative, we consider the situation where raw
materials can be manufactured in house for vertically integrated
companies. In our second contribution, we study and compared the
benefits of DPD under decouple systems and non-decouple systems
and examine how, under contractual agreements between the
manufacturer and the suppliers, the choice of the service levels from
the supply side affects the risk of stockout at each stage of the
production network. We find that these service levels erode as the
customization process moves downstream the supply chain, there-
fore allowing dependent treatments of work-in-process inventories
installations in the production network in which inventory service
levels are not constant, an approach which affects late customization
decisions. We show that during product customization, interaction
exists between various production stages, so that the customer
service levels requirements at the finished products stages propagate
upstream the production network and are subject to variation due to
supply chain uncertainties. These two special cases complement the
decoupling approach found in the literature where inventory instal-
lations along the supply chain may be treated independently from
one another (e.g. Lee and Tang, 1997; Ma et al., 2002; Hsu and Wang,
2004). To model the interactions between stages of the production
system and to quantify the inventory-service trade-off at each

stocking point, we use a Bayesian Belief Networks (BBNs) methodol-
ogy (Ngniatedema, 2010).

We also contribute to the literature by introducing two additional
costs components which are likely to impact the total customization
cost. The first cost component results from the buffer inventory
(coming from the supplier side) at each but the last node of the
production network. The second component provides an update to
Lee and Tang’s (1997) model to match each unit of the customer
demand to the desired number of dependent components in the bill of
materials. Finally, we determine the total operational cost of two
product variants to examine the most effective way in which a firm
can defer or delay product customization at minimum cost in the
context of a single market segment. To illustrate the applicability of
this framework, we use an example involving the customization of a
personal desktop computer and provide insights regarding the deter-
mination of the point of the production network where products can
be customized with the most pay-off.

2. Background literature

We focus on stochastic models for evaluating DPD strategy in the
context of product customization with emphasis to inventory service
levels requirements and cost management. Even though the literature
on this stream of research is rapidly growing, an exhaustive review of
these bodies of literature is beyond the scope of the present paper.
Hence we provide only a sample overview and more careful review of
past research findings relevant to our work.

Lee and Tang’s (1997) study formulate a cost model to analyze
the benefits of DPD in a production and distribution system for a
single market segment. They model a system that manufactures
two products in N-discrete stages, starting with the first k opera-
tions which are assumed to be common for the two products. Lee
and Tang (1997) assume inventories of semi-finished products can
be held at different points of the process with additional con-
siderations of other factors such as design, processing costs and
production lead times. They use the α-service level – defined as
the immediate (i.e., off-the-shelf) availability of all the compo-
nents required to assemble a unit of product – for the computation
of safety stocks inventories at each stage of the network under a
base-stock inventory policy (Forza et al., 2008). In their model,
information about a product’s demand distribution for a given
time period is known or forecasted, assumed to be normally
distributed; thus allowing the same degree of customer service
to be maintained for different anticipated stock levels of the
assembly line. Lee and Tang’s (1997) model consists of four cost
factors: (1) the total average investment cost, (2) the total proces-
sing cost, (3) the total work-in-process (WIP) inventory cost and,
(4) the total buffer inventory cost. The WIP is a generic product up
to the point of the production process where it is customized into
the different end-products. After the point of customization, the
WIP is a partially completed product (Lee and Tang, 1997).

A number of authors extended Lee and Tang’s (1997) work. For
example, Garg and Tang’s (1997) model analyzes a production
system with two product differentiation points with focus on
inventory costs management. Lee (1996) and Garg and Lee (1998)
also formulate few cost models for analyzing the point of product
differentiation. A two-phase production system was introduced by
Aviv and Federgruen (2001). They model a system in which
common products are manufactured in the first phase whereas
product differentiation is delayed in the second phase with aim to
manage costs. Other authors advocate the importance of supply
issues in DPD strategy while extending Lee and Tang’s (1997)
paper, but they also assume constant service levels in their papers.
Ma et al. (2002) for example analyze component commonality and
postponement in a multistage multi-product assembly system.
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